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RENDICONTIDEL CIRCOLO MATEMATICO DI PALERMO 
Serie II, Suppl. 46 (1997), pp. 163-168 

The approximate symmetries of the vacuum Einstein 
equations 

Petr Tiller 

Abstract 

M. Anderson and Ch. G. Torre [1] had proved, that only generalised sym
metries admitted by the vacuum Einstein equations consist of the diffeomorfism 
symmetry that is inherent in the Einstein equations and a trivial scaling sym
metry. There are no conservation laws associated with these symmetries. 

The method of the approximate symmetry groups developed by Ibragimov 
[2] gives us the chance to construct from symmetries of vacuum equations the 
symmetries of Einstein equations with non zero tensor of momentum-energy. 
This method is based on the infinitesimal perturbations of vacuum that will be 
stable with chosen symmetries. 

1 In troduc t ion 

There are lot of works about the applications of point and generalised symmetries of 
partial differential equations. Main regions of application are for example: 

• finding new solutions from known one 

• finding corresponding conservation's law 

• the question of integrability 

The basic problem for the physics approach is the fundamental sensitivity of the devel
oped symmetry groups to any small perturbations of initial set of equations. We can 
find an exact group of point or general symmetries of given set of equations, but we 
do not know what happens if this set of equations will be perturbed under some even 
small correction of the equation. These perturbations destroy a group of symmetries 
in general. We do not have any tools in the frame of standard theory to study this 
problem. 

The point symmetry of the equations 

A / 5 ( * \ ^ < , . . . , < a . . . , . J = 0 (1) 

is an ordinary vector field on jet-space of independent and dependent variables 

__ 
'дx* ' " v " ' " 'дua ъ = ҖJУ)—i+в«&У)1-, (2) 
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which satisfies a condition 

prZ(A,) = 0 (3) 

on equation manifold (1). The prolongation of the vector field Z is defined as [5] 

prZ = A'D, + f) Dili2..,k(B" - nfA^-J—. (4) 
*=0 OUiii2...ik 

Point symmetries are in one-to-one correspondence with first-order evolutionary 
symmetries 

Y = BV. «".«?)-!-• (5) 
The generalised symmetries are connected with generalised vector field Z, where 

the coefficients A{ and Bj are functions of x\vP and the derivatives uili3 ih to some 
arbitrary but finite order. This vector field must satisfy a condition 

prZ(A^) = 0 (6) 

not only on the equation manifold, but on prolonged equation manifold defined by 
the equations 

A , = 0 (7) 
A l i2..,fcA0 = O. (8) 

2 The approximate symmetry method 

This method was developed by Ibragimov [2]. Method is based on the approximate 
groups of transformations and the main task is to find this group for the given set of 
approximate equations. 

We can start with a perturbed equation 

A ° + s A j « 0 . (9) 

If this approximate equation is approximate invariant under infinitesimal transfor
mation 

X = X° + eX1, (10) 

then the operator X° must be admitted with the equation 

A£=0 . (11) 

Inverse theorem does not take place. 
If operator X° of an unperturbed equation is prolonged to operator X° + eX1 of a 

perturbed equation, then we call this operator stable symmetry. 
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Now we can write an approximate analogy of standard Lie theorem [2]: 

Theorem 1 Let transformations z' « f(z,e) form an approximate group with the 
tangential vector field 

r/rr\~ a ^ z ' g ' Q ) I (M\ 
" ' ' da 'o = 0 ' ^ ' 

Then the function f(z,e,a) satisfies an approximate equation 

fei^(/(z,e,a),£). (13) 

On the other hand, for any function £(zy e) ?- 0 solution z' « /(z, e) of approximate 
Lie problem 

g « ^ , « ) (14) 

Z' | a =0« Z (15) 

forms an approximate one-parameter group. 

The equation above one call the approximate Lie equation. 

3 The definition of invariance 

Definition 1 The approximate equation 

A(zye)nO (16) 

we call invariant under approximate group of transformation z1« f(z, e> a) if 

A(/(- ,e ,o) ,e))«0 (17) 

for all z that satisfy the approximate equation (16). 

Computing of approximate symmetries leads now to next theorem: 

Theorem 2 An approximate equation (16) is invariant under approximate group 
of transformation z' « /(z,e,a) with an infinitesimal operator 

Z = *W)£ (18) 

r = ^|a=o+o(ep), (19) 

if and only if 
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ZA(^,£)|A(2j6)«o«0. (20) 

4 Symmetries of vacuum Einstein equation 

Anderson, Torre [1] , Ibragimov [3] have proved, that the only generalised symmetries 
admitted by the vacuum Einstein equations consist of the diffeomorphism symme
try, that is inherent in the Einstein equations and a trivial scaling symmetry. More 
precisely, they proved the following theorem: 

Theorem 3 Let 

Kb = hab(x
l, gij, gijtil,..., gijtilm..ik) (21) 

be the components of a kth-order generalised symmetry of vacuum Einstein equa
tions Rij = 0 in four space-time dimensions. Then there is a constant c and a gener
alised vector field 

X% = Xx(xx
y gijy gijfilJ..., #tj,ti...t J (22) 

such that, modulo the Einstein equations 

hab = cgab + VaK6 + V6Ka. (23) 

5 Approximate symmetries of Einstein equations 

We'll study the Einstein equations in the next section. Let 

Gij-eTijvO (24) 

be an approximate form of Einstein equations with some given tensor of energy-
momentum. As we show above, these equations admit a generalised symmetries of the 
evolutionary vector field on the bundle of Lorentz metrics 

Y = Y° + eY l
l (25) 

where 

r\ 

Y° = hab(x\9ij,gijM,.. .,gijM...kn,...)— (26) 

is an evolutionary field of vacuum Einstein equations (exactly) and Y1 takes the 
form 
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Y l = hl
ab{x\gij)9ijMl.. .^ijM..^ • • .)g— • (27) 

Now we can get an algorithm how to find an approximate symmetries: 

1. Computing of formal linearization of the vacuum Einstein equations 

prY(Gy)=0. (28) 

2. We choose an appropriate subgroup of generalised symmetries of vacuum Ein
stein equations and solve equation 

prY°(Gij) = X(xi,gij,...)Gij. (29) 

3. The function A from the last equation we use for building of equation for Y1 

prY1^) + p r Y 0 ^ ) = A(x\ 9ij,.. .)T{j. (30) 

Whenever Gij and its covariant derivatives vanish and T£k = 0 holds. 

What can we get by the above described procedure: 

• We can choose a known tensor of energy-momentum and observe a changing 
of the selected subgroup of generalised symmetries, that is, if its operator Y° 
is prolonged to the operator Y = Y° + eY1 (there may be prolongation with 
Y1 = 0 ). This procedure is important for studying of the fluctuations of the 
vacuum solution. This fluctuation can be changed to exact solution of Einstein 
equations (that is, e is not small yet). 

• We can choose a subgroup of generalised symmetries and take this symmetries 
stable under the fluctuation. As a result of the procedure we get a condition for 
the form of the tensor of energy-momentum. 

I have chosen subgroup SO (3) of the spatial rotations 

X°" = X ^ - x a ^ «./»-W (31) 

computed a formal linearization of Einstein equations 

prY°(Gy) = \{[f°{s}#i+ti$ - gag") - g^iW) - 9^) - ^ ^ v e v ^ + 

(9ij9ka9mbRkm - JW?<5J)/u}(32) 

and wrote the Einstein's tensor in terms of metric and its derivatives 
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Gtfc = lgjl(9kl,ij + 9iljk - 9ikjl - 9jl,ik) + 

l9jm9ln(^9ijtk9lntm + 39jkti9lntm "" 3>9ikj9lntm + ^9ilj9kn,m " 

§9ilj9mktn + ^9iktl9mnJ - ^9li,k9mnJ "~ ^9lk,i9mnJ " 9jlti9mntk) ~~ (33) 

\9ik[9jm9ln(9mnjl - 0n,mj) -

9*l9mn9ab(\9maj9lbtn - \9maj9nbtl + 9lmj9nbta + f 0mn,jga&,J ~ 2^TOJ^a6,n)] 

For manipulation with these terrible expressions is very useful the package Ricci 
for algebraic system MATHEMATICA [6] written by John M. Lee. 
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